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The Legacy of New Sweden
Swedish and Finnish Sites in North America, 1638-1787
This new map published by the Kalmar Nyckel Commemorative Committee in
Wilmington represents a very large cartographical advance over other historical
maps of New Sweden. Most obviously, it is substantially larger, 22" high and 27"
wide. Like others available since the middle of the nineteenth century, it carries the
names of former Swedish forts and settlements; but the larger scale and greater
topographical detail (including contour intervals showing the elevation of the land)
means that they are much more precisely located. There are many Swedish and
Finnish sites, including churches and the places of residence of some two dozen
colonists, that do not appear on any other map. Parts of six contiguous USGS
maps (at the scale of 1:250,000) were used to make the area of coverage sufficiently
broad. Some examples:
- This is the first New Sweden map to show nearby Cecil County, Maryland;
some twenty percent of the Nordic colonists had moved there by the end of the
Swedish period in 1655.
- The fort of the Minquas (Susquehannock) Indians, with whom New Sweden's
governors traded and treated, is shown; its site in Pennsylvania has been firmly
identified archaeologically.
- In addition to the nine currently active Protestant Episcopal churches that were
founded by missionary clergymen of the Church of Sweden, and the sites of other
abandoned Swedish churches, this map identifies several churches planted by early
Moravian pastors from Sweden.
- Individuals are represented on the map through the old Nordic tradition of
bomiirken , little devices that look rather like cattle brands. Their marks have been
preserved on petitions, loyalty oaths, deeds, wills, grand jury verdicts and other
official documents of New Sweden and her successor governments.
- A separate pamphlet (free with purchase of the map) lists the sites at which there
is still something to see, including churches, homes, museums, monuments and
markers; minimal driving directions and telephone numbers are included .
Two versions of the map are available. The flat one, for framing, is on coated
paper (colors are slightly brighter) and is mailed in a tube, for $4.00. The folded
version is on sturdier paper, is designed for glove compartment or bookshelf
storage, and is mailed in an envelope for $3.00. Checks, made out to KNCC Inc.,
should be sent to KNCC-Map, I 19 Westgate Drive, Wilmington, DE 19808.
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Detail of New Sweden Map Showing Philadelphia and its Environs
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